Our six topics

As the world’s leading trading fair, we bring together manufacturers and potential buyers in a matched way. You will find current trends and – in dialogue with the industry – the latest central topics.

Fire Prevention Hall 1/3
This topic will again be the focus of attention in 2016. Many live demonstrations will be given.

Mechatronic Security Technology Hall 5/10/11/12
The focus is on complex system solutions with IT or electronic components and integrated solutions.

Services Hall 6
The umbrella organisations, BDGW and BDSW, will again be represented on large member stands.

Hall 1: Fire prevention, fire alarm systems, smoke and gas detectors

Hall 2: Video surveillance, Country Pavilion of Italy

Hall 3: System solutions providers, outdoor security, Country Pavilion of Great Britain and the USA

Hall 4: Outdoor security, video surveillance

Hall 5: Mechanical security equipment, access control, joint stand of Young Innovative Companies, joint stand of Security Research

Hall 6: Special-purpose vehicles & equipment; special show for prevention, security & service, personal equipment, joint stand of global travel technology equipment, access control, alarm systems

Hall 7: IT security, video surveillance, Country Pavilions of China and Taiwan, Forum

Hall 8: Video surveillance, Country Pavilions of China, Korea and Taiwan

Hall 10/11/12: Access control, mechatronics, electronic and mechanical security equipment

GA: access control, alarm systems

Traffic connections

Essex Hauptbahnhof (Main Railway Station), by taxi or U1 underground railway (travel time: 5 minutes)

A 52 motorway (Essen-Rüttenscheid exit) and B224 trunk road straight to the exhibition site

Airport Express Bus (travel time: 20 minutes), stops in front of Terminal B (departure time: 7:45 to 18:45 hrs. at 30-minute intervals at the same time from the exhibition site and the airport, return ticket: EUR 25.00, one-way ticket: EUR 15.00)

Düsseldorf International Airport, Security Information Counter in the arrival area of Terminal B

Special: by rail to security essen, from EUR 99.00, Phone +49 (0) 1806.311 153

Register now as a visitor and obtain many advantages. All information available at www.security-essen.de

Organiser
MESSE ESSEN GmbH
Postfach 10 01 65
45011 Essen, Germany
Phone +49 (0) 201.887 2041
security@messe-essen.de
www.security-essen.de
www.facebook.com/securityessen

Hotel reservation
Incoming Service DJK Essen Marketing GmbH, Tourist Information Office/ Touristikzentrale Essen
Phone +49 (0) 201.887 2041
touristikzentrale@essen.de

Catalogue order and shipment
A. Sutter Fair Business GmbH
konferenz@hypo-sutter.de
Cost: Advance delivery plus packaging and postage

Trade fair duration
27 – 30 September 2016

Open hours
27 – 29 September: 9:00 – 18:00 hrs.
30 September: 9:00 – 16:00 hrs.

Admission
Day ticket
pre-registered online: EUR 31.00
at the box office: EUR 41.00

Multi-day ticket
pre-registered online: EUR 75.00
at the box office: EUR 100.00

Cost: Advance delivery plus packaging and postage

Register now as a visitor and obtain many advantages at www.security-essen.de
security essen – the major attraction

Enter the World of Security. The World’s Leading Trade Fair for Security and Fire Prevention sets new digital standards: More than 1,000 exhibitors from more than 40 countries are represented in order to show you their latest products and services. This is the meeting place for the big names and experts, decision-makers and buyers.

The security essen trade fair proves its reputation as the industry’s innovation driver and that means that all your wishes will be fulfilled and all your questions will be answered. Look forward to your visit and be inspired by innovations, new contacts and new know-how for your business at the international hotspot: Our exhibitors and platforms cordially invite you.

For more than 40 years the security essen trade fair

- More than 1,000 exhibitors
- 24% of the trade visitors place orders directly at the trade fair
- More than 100 lectures and live demonstrations
- Exhibitors from more than 40 countries
- 40% of the trade visitors come from abroad

Exhibitor Forum
Hall 7
A large number of exhibitors will give a presentation or a demonstration or hold a lecture or discussion here. Please refer to our website or our additional flyer for the exact times and speakers.

Fire Prevention Day
on 29 September
Open-Air Exhibition Grounds
Experience our spectacular live demonstrations and exciting lectures and discussions on our open-air exhibition grounds.

Young Innovative Companies
Hall 5
Do not miss out on the joint stand of the best start-ups sponsored by the Germany Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.

Conference on Networked Security/ Industry 4.0 on 28 September
CC West
The conference premiere: Experts and scientists will inform you about Industry 4.0 and its effects on practical application examples.

Security Research Area
Hall 5
Companies and institutions will present their latest research and development projects.

Special Show: Prevention, Security and Service
Hall 6
The meeting place for medium-sized companies has again increased in size after the great success in the previous year. All renowned security service providers will be represented again.

Education and Training Day on 27 September
The industry’s young generation will be the focus of attention on that day. Apprentices and interested people can collect important information and establish business contacts here for the third time.

Globalisation Topic
Travel Security
Hall 6/Passageway to Hall 8
How do you rate risks and how do you protect your staff abroad? You will find all the answers here.